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UNLOCKING YOUR POTENTIAL.

Introduction: Reading vs. Referencing

In my office I have a small library of books. I often tell people this is because I don’t read
books; I reference them. Reading a book implies a one-and-done mentality. Once
finished, it goes on the shelf and is only moved when household chores include dusting.
Referencing books, however, implies a resource of material that is valued for
knowledge, motivation, and practical application. It’s never truly “finished;” it’s simply put
on hold until the next time you pick it up. Doing this allows you to harness the
information, retain it, and make it your own.
I hope you’ll reference this book. Often.
You’ll also notice that this eBook centers around a small number of central themes. Yes,
there are detailed points included, but this eBook is not meant to be an overwhelming
volume of information. In my experience, too much information can lead to confusion
and uncertainty. By sticking to a small number of fundamental messages, you will be
significantly more successful.
Lastly, take action. Always take action. It’s what separates those that think about
unlocking their potential and those that actually do. I want you to be the latter.

Onward!
Scott Welle
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1. Drink (Water) Like a Fish
Unfortunately, we live in a chronically dehydrated
society. Too much soda, energy drink, coffee,
and sodium leave most of us in a never-ending
state of catch up in regards to our hydration. Our
daily routine creates a general imbalance
between products that suck water out and those
that put water back in.

Consider some stats about hydration:





A healthy body is made up of 60-70% water
Muscles are made up of about 80% water
As little as a 1-2% difference in dehydration can affect
performance, cognitive function and decision making
Our planet earth is made up of 70% water 
Water is everywhere. Embrace it!

We’ve all heard that we should drink eight 8-ounce glasses of water each day. I’ve got a
slightly different formula – I advocate we drink a minimum of half our body weight in
ounces of water, daily. So, if we weigh 128 pounds, eight 8-ounce glasses is a good
starting point. If we weigh 150 pounds you should target 75 ounces, and if we weigh
200 pounds we should target 100 ounces.

Water Daily (ounces) 

Bodyweight (lbs)
2

Seems manageable,
right?

However, all of the things mentioned in the first paragraph (soda, energy drinks, coffee,
sodium) have negative impacts on our hydration. Thus, if we wish to stay hydrated we
need to drink even more water. Other factors that require further hydration are:
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Working out (especially in the heat)
Drinking alcohol
Living at altitude
Diabetes

Now that you’re all psyched to do nothing but drink water 24/7, I’ll give you the top three
reasons you should add more water to your daily routine:

Increased Metabolism
Have you ever heard you should suck on ice cubes to burn more calories? This isn’t just
an old wives tale; it’s absolutely true. The reason is because your body has to warm the
ice and cold water in the stomach, thereby burning calories. A study in the 2003 Journal
of Clinical Endocrinology and Metabolism showed, for the person drinking the standard
eight 8-ounce glasses of water, using ice cold water translates to an extra 70 calories
per day.
Not significant, you say? Well, that’s an extra 490
calories per week, 2100 calories per month, or 25,000
calories (over 7 pounds!) per year – just for drinking
cold water! This goes back to a central theme of the
eBook that small changes make a BIG difference in the
long run. And it won’t cost you anything…except maybe
a few trips to the bathroom. Well worth it.

“Small changes
make a BIG
difference in
the long run.”

Controlled Hunger Cravings
The brain control centers for thirst and hunger are next to each other and often these
things can be confused. Drinking more water can help you distinguish whether your
body is actually hungry or whether you’re just thirsty for water.
The best way to keep a handle on thirst and hunger is to drink small amounts of water,
frequently. By remaining hydrated throughout the day, you’ll know when hunger actually
means hunger.
Drinking water and remaining hydrated also helps control portion sizes and overeating.
If your stomach has the right amount of water in it you’ll be less likely to stuff yourself
silly. I always tell clients, “be a grazer; not a binger,” and having small amounts of water
regularly throughout the day will maximize the chances that your portion sizes are
appropriate for you.
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Better Skin
Do you know the largest organ in the body is skin? And do you also know one of the
best ways to take care of the skin is to drink more water? When you’re hydrated, baggy
eyes are tightened, wrinkles are softened, and skin texture is improved.
Why get a facelift or botox when there is a readily available free resource that can
improve the same things? All of these surgeries and outside treatments are superficial
bandaids, masking what’s beneath the surface. The body changes from the inside out.
Cells are constantly recycled. What you were last year won’t be what you are this year.
Our skins tends to be dry enough already, which is part of the reason moisturizers are
so prevalent. But starting with hydration on the cellular level is the first step in
regenerating your skin. So start putting something into your body that will facilitate the
right kind of change – water.

To conclude the water soapbox, here are the other basic benefits of water:








Improved mental clarity
Improved digestion and absorption of nutrients
Less back and joint pain
Reduced risk of cancer
Improved flexibility
More energy
Detoxifies the body

Need I say more?

Take Home Points and Action Plan:
1) Carry a water bottle with you at all times – in the car, at your desk, at the gym, at
home. It’ll encourage you to drink water more often. Cut your body weight in half
and determine how many bottles you have to drink to meet the minimum
requirement. And with drinking fountains, faucets, and bottled water available, we
really have no excuse not to meet this requirement.
2) Brace yourself…the best way to check your hydration level is to check your urine
color. If it’s clear or slightly tinted, you’re fine. Anything darker than that means
you need to drink more water. My apologies if this made anyone uncomfortable
.
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2. Make Time for Priorities
“I don’t have time.”
“Yes, we do. We’re simply not willing to make it a priority.”
I’ve heard people claim they don’t have time to do things, literally, thousands of times.
It’s the simplest and most widely used excuse out there. And that’s what it is – a pure,
100% excuse. We make time for the things that are important to us, plain and simple.
What’s important to you?
We all start with the same finite amount of time: 24 hours in a day; 168 hours in a week.
And we choose how we invest this time.

Time ROI
Most people will discuss ROI (Return on Investment) in
regards to financials; how much return ($$) we can
expect on a given investment ($$). We can look at time
the same way.
The difference is, of course, that we all start on a level
playing field when it comes to the investment of time.
There are no rich or poor; everyone begins with the
same amount.
Do you not have time to exercise? No time to eat well?
No time for this person or that activity? No time to
sleep?

“We all start with
the same finite
amount of time;
but some choose
to invest it more
effectively than
others.”

Perhaps we need better financial planners, which is
essentially the role of a coach or personal trainer. They tell us how to invest our time to
get the biggest return. If we do not have anyone advising us, at the very least, we need
to manage the investment well ourselves. If we find that we don’t have time for many of
the things that are important to us, something has to change.
Now, it’s not my place to tell you how to prioritize your life. I believe in individual
priorities and values and I believe in our right to be able to choose them. So, however
you decide to structure your life and spend your time, just realize that you have time for
everything you want to do.
I’ve been lucky to work with high level executives and mothers with multiple children
(both equally busy “careers,” in my eyes) and I’ve seen firsthand how prioritizing time
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and energy can provide dividends. Some of these people completed Ironman triathlons
and others have lost weight and toned up, but both required a healthy time commitment
and an assessment of priorities.

Energy ROI

“The key is to match
our energy output to
the task-specific
demands.”

In the previous paragraphs we discussed how to
properly invest time – but what about the
investment of energy? There are some tasks that
drain lots of time but very little energy (watching
TV, surfing the internet, cooking) and things that
require lots of energy (driving in bad weather,
presenting at work, chasing your kids). The key
is to match our energy output to the task-specific
demands.

Let me explain: energy is a less quantifiable term than time. We don’t know how much
energy we have, but we all know the subjective difference between when we have it and
when we don’t.
The two most universal ways of renewing your energy are exercise and sleep. But there
is a third way to renew energy, and it is by participating in things you find intrinsically
enjoyable. The easiest way to identify things you find intrinsically enjoyable is to answer
the question, “What would you do if you had all the money and free time in the world?”
The answer to this question is what you find intrinsically enjoyable.
Most people think, I would go to a Caribbean island and lay
on the beach, but would you really? Wouldn’t that get old
after a while? I think this is a default answer not because
it’s a means of energy renewal, but because it’s a way to
deflect from the responsibilities and obligations of our
everyday demanding lives.
So, while sleeping and exercise are the two best methods
of renewing energy, this becomes nearly irrelevant if you
continue to waste it on things that, in the grand scheme of
life, do not matter.

“Stop wasting
your energy
on things
that do not
matter.”

We should stop wasting our energy getting angry at the person in front of us who is
driving slowly. We should stop getting frustrated at the long lines when we go to Target
and Wal-Mart. We should stop worrying about the weather forecast for the weekend.
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Each of these three examples is an energy drain. None of them are in our control.
Directly, and possibly practically, there’s nothing we can do about them. I suppose we
could stop driving, shop at a more expensive store where there will be better service
and less people, or stay inside where the weather doesn’t matter. Each of these three
could be perceived as “fixes,” but they aren’t really fixes at all – they’re band-aids.
The true fix is to control our reaction to the events and how much energy we expend
when they appear.
This simple fix would allow us to have much more energy for the things that really
matter: friends, family, profession (assuming you enjoy your job), faith, and personal
development.

TAKE HOME POINTS AND ACTION PLAN:
1) Answer the question, “If I could do anything right now, what would it be?”
Next, identify whether you’re doing anything to move towards that answer.
a. If the answer is NO, brainstorm ways you could reprioritize your time and
energy to move in that direction. Are you able to identify any areas in
which you’re wasting energy that, if freed up, would give you more energy
to move towards what you really want to be?
b. If the answer is YES, is there anything else you can do with your time and
energy to accelerate the process? Be creative!

3. Don’t Try to Win a War with Food – Ever.
Corny as it may sound, it’s important we create a “partnership” with food. Stop trying to
fight it, saying “I can’t eat this, I can’t eat that.” Denial and restriction are not the
answers. Emphasize what we can have. It’ll give us more ownership over what we’re
putting in our mouths. Instead of focusing on the negative of restriction, we’ll focus on
the positive of permission.
I know this probably sounds strange…after all,
we don’t have a relationship with an inanimate
object, right? But we do. I rationalize this
because food, to me, is not an inanimate object.
If we subscribe to the philosophy “we are what
we eat” (as I do), then what makes food animate
is that it becomes a part of us. Food is broken
down, metabolized and used to build the cells
that make up our bodies.

“Instead of focusing
on the negative of
restriction, focus on
the positive of
permission.”
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Do we want our body to be made up of greasy cheeseburgers and sodas, or healthy
fruits and vegetables?
What makes the relationship difficult is that food is like the big bully at school. It is
relentless. We may get in a few good punches but, unfortunately, food wins the fight
every time.
This happens when people look at foods in the dichotomy of “permissible” vs.
“forbidden.” We all know people like this…and they’re often very unhappy when the
subject involves eating. Just the thought of eating creates stress because it’s a neverending test of willpower. These are the people that eat all the vegetables and rice cakes
they can possibly muster and never let themselves stray. But eventually they succumb
to the pressure and break. And they don’t just eat a cup of ice cream – they eat the
whole carton. The worst part is that they often beat themselves up over it afterwards,
citing their own lack of willpower that led to the lapse. This vicious cycle continues
without the person even realizing it.

“No foods are off
limits and nothing
is forbidden.”

When I first started my career as a fitness
professional, most of my clients thought I was a
robot who ate nothing but steamed broccoli and
chicken breasts. They were wrong…very wrong.
The healthiest people, and those who have the best
relationship with food, are the ones that eat
“healthy” most of the time and “unhealthy” some of
the time. No foods are off limits and nothing is
forbidden.

The 80/20 Rule
A partnership with food is healthy – literally and figuratively. Unhealthy food choices are
planned into the diet or seen as a reward for doing something. Eating can follow a
similar 80/20 rule that you’ve probably heard in business, where 80% of our results can
come from 20% of what we eat. And by this 20%, I mean eating healthy 80% of the time
and unhealthy 20% of the time.
I can promise you, if you are eating well 80% of the time you will be at a healthy body
weight and you will feel good about yourself. Think about it this way – if we eat 5 times a
day, that’s 35 meals in a week. If we eat well 80% of these meals, that’s 28 “healthy”
meals. This means you could have 1 unhealthy meal, or snack every day OR you could
have an entire cheat day plus two other cheat meals. Either way works.
But eating healthy means eating healthy (duh!). Things like alcohol, fast food, desserts,
deep fried food, barbecue, pizza, Chinese food, etc., would almost always be
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considered unhealthy food choices. So, it’s not as simple as it might seem when we’re
talking about healthy vs. unhealthy food choices. We still need to have discipline and
make a commitment.

Take Home Points and Action Plan:
1) Stop for a moment and think about your relationship with food. Do you look at
foods as good or bad? Do you beat yourself up if you eat the wrong food? If you
do, STOP! Feel good about what you’re eating when you’re eating it, and after
you’ve eaten it. If you can create a health partnership with food you’ll almost
always end up making better decisions in the long run.
2) Focus on what you should have; instead of what you shouldn’t have. Focusing on
what you shouldn’t have drains energy and creates unnecessary tension and
worry. Focusing on what you should have creates ownership and empowerment.
3) Add variety to your eating, especially spices. Healthy food does not have to taste
bad 
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4. Improve Your Sleep

My Dog Lucy is a Model of Sleep Efficiency.

Our body is all about routine. We can train our body not only to fall asleep faster but we
can also improve our efficiency of sleep.
Sleep can be looked at two ways:
1. How long does it take you to fall asleep?
2. How is the overall quality of your sleep after you’ve fallen asleep (do you wake
up during the night, do you dream, etc.)?
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Sleep Quantity
The most common cause of struggling to fall asleep is overthinking. Almost always, this
stems from thinking about what happened today or thinking about what is going to
happen tomorrow.
The two primary emotions that keep you awake at night are guilt and worry. Guilt stems
from feelings about something that has already happened in the past and worry stems
from things you believe may happen in the future. On
some level, almost all of your overthinking can be tied
back to these two emotions.

“Guilt and Worry
are USELESS
Emotions.”

The most efficient way to cure the curse of overthinking
is to determine ways to rid yourself of it. So, before
going to bed, stop for a moment and think about if you
have anything weighing on your mind that may keep
you awake. If you do, what can be done to alleviate
this before you go to sleep? Maybe it’s a phone call or an email. Maybe it’s one last
overlook of a presentation. Maybe it is organizing some of your things so you don’t feel
rushed in the morning. Or maybe it’s prayer.

Any of these things can help give you peace of mind. Do not discount the importance of
a last-minute activity/ritual before going to bed. A calm mind leads to a calm body.
If there is nothing you can do about it, why are you worrying? Or why are you feeling
guilty? It’s done. Finished. Set in stone. There is no need to dwell on something that is
unchangeable. Better to start fresh and move forward with calm, more positive thoughts.

Sleep Quality
Do you wake up in the middle of the night?
Is your sleep restless?
Do you wake up and not feel rested?
What we do before we go to bed can help our sleep quality. When we sleep poorly, it
most likely means we’re not achieving “REM” sleep, which stands for Rapid Eye
Movement. REM sleep is when you dream and is crucial to the secretion of certain
hormones that help your body rebuild, recover, and restore itself.
There are some simple points that can improve your sleep quality.


Avoid alcohol. I know that probably sounds harsh to some of us, it’s a proven fact
that alcohol leads to poor sleep quality. Yes, it may help you fall asleep faster,
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but if we wake up the next morning still feeling tired, does it really matter? At the
very least, limit the amount of alcohol you have at night to one or two drinks.
Limit caffeine, especially at night. No coffee, tea, soda, or energy drinks. Caffeine
is a stimulant and will not only affect how long it takes you to fall asleep, but also
how long it takes you to relax into deep sleep.
Limit sugar, especially at night. Sugar can give you a short jolt of energy by
spiking your insulin levels but, similar to caffeine, it will undoubtedly affect your
sleep quality by making it more difficult for your body to achieve REM sleep.
Be careful of over-hydrating before going to bed. Excess water will cause you to
wake up in the middle of the night because you have to go to the bathroom, thus
disturbing the sleep cycle.
Don’t exercise before going to bed. This is probably a no-brainer for 99% of the
population but exercise, while great for the body and metabolism, causes a spike
in appetite and energetic endorphins – not what you want when you’re trying to
fall asleep.

Take Home Points and Action Plan:
1) Guilt binds you to the past; Worry binds you to the future. As my mother
always told me, “Yesterday is history, Tomorrow is a mystery, and Today is a
gift – that’s why they call it the present.” So do whatever you can to rid yourself
of guilt and worry before you go to bed and then let it go. You’ll sleep better for
it.
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5. Exercise First Thing in the Morning

My scale says this every morning when I weigh myself…
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Every day is a new day and a chance to start fresh. Working out in the morning is the
best way to ensure the day starts on a good note. It kick starts your metabolism. It gets
the positive endorphins flowing. It sets the tone for the entire day.
As I write this, we are in the middle of a blizzard in MN. It snowed 10 inches through the
night and has continued on today. We’re slated to get another 6-8 inches. Still, I woke
up and ran outside this morning.
Did I want to leave my warm bed to run in the cold snow? Heck no.
But have I been more productive today because I
exercised? Definitely.
How many times have you missed a workout because
life got in the way? It’s happened to me plenty. But by
getting up and crossing it off the list leaves nothing to
chance. It’s over and done, and when the craziness of
life rears its ugly head, a workout doesn’t have to be
cancelled because of it.

“Get up and
exercise. Beat the
world to the
punch. Don’t give
life a chance to
get in the way.”

Above and beyond this, there are many other positive
benefits to working out in the morning. I’ll name my top
three:

Increased Metabolic Rate
Exercise stokes your metabolism. It’s like putting more wood on a fire. The fire burns
hotter; the fire burns longer.
Overall, in general, strength workouts will have a greater impact on your metabolism
than cardiovascular workouts, but the overall increase in your metabolism will also be
influenced by duration, intensity, type of activity, age, sex, fitness level, body
composition, resting metabolic rate and previous training. A blend of both strength
training and cardiovascular exercise is good for various reasons and the sake of variety.
Another benefit that most people don’t realize about exercise is called EPOC – which
stands for Excess Post-Exercise Oxygen Consumption. In simple terms, your body
doesn’t just burn calories while you’re working out; it burns calories after exercise as
well. In fact, your metabolism can be elevated anywhere from 2 to 15 hours after you
exercise! So, if you exercise from 6:00-7:00am it’s possible to have an elevated
metabolism for your entire day…how nice is that!
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Going into workout specifics is outside the scope of this eBook (stay tuned for future
publications), but general recommendations are:
a. Strength training with large muscle groups (legs, back, chest) will burn
more calories than small muscle groups (biceps, triceps, abs)
b. Complex movements (running, elliptical, speed walking) will burn more
calories than simple movements (upright bike, recumbent bike)
c. Weight bearing exercise (something where you have to support your
own body weight – standing up) will burn more calories than non-weight
bearing exercise (sitting down, lying down)
If you follow these basic principles, you’ll have a greater increase on your metabolism
for the time spent exercising.

Improved Learning and Information Processing
Want to improve your brain? Then improve your body! Move!
Observe the below pictures:

Brain after sitting still

Brain after 20 minutes of walking

This is a startling visual of the discrepancy in brain activity following simple moderateintensity activity (I imagine the effect would be the same, if not greater, with higher
intensity activity). When we move, we learn. When we don’t move, your brain, along
with the rest of our body, turns off.
So, if we have something in our day that requires memory, thinking, attention or
learning, the best possible thing we can do is to exercise in the morning.
Now, you may be thinking, “My memory and learning are great and I never exercise in
the morning.” Kudos to you – you’re in the extreme minority. Still, I wonder how much
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better your brain could be functioning if you exercised in the morning? The research
doesn’t lie.
And that’s what this ebook is all about; growth and development, and finding ways to
improve.

Productivity
This idea centers around the level of productivity we
have during the day. Speaking from experience, there
is no worse feeling than going to bed at night and
wishing I could have been, or should have been, more
productive with my time and energy.
And when I look at my days that are the most
productive, there is a direct correlation between starting
my day off with a good dose of exercise and my
personal productivity. I tend to think this stems from
feeling better about myself, feeling like I’ve already
accomplished something, and feeling like I’ve beaten
the world to the punch.

“There is a direct
correlation
between starting
the day off with a
dose of exercise
and personal
productivity.”

It’s a great feeling - while everyone else is sleeping,
we’re awake and making ourselves better. Isn’t this what separates the extraordinary
from the ordinary – having the discipline and consistency to do the simple things that
produce big results?
____________________________________________
To conclude, I’m not saying to get up and work out every morning. “Sleeping in” (I use
this term loosely) is a beautifully restorative thing. I sleep in a minimum of once a week.
No alarm clock whatsoever. But, in general, and especially if we have something
important to do, we should always work out…almost without exception. It’s the best way
to ensure we’ll be at our best.

Take Home Points and Action Plan:
1) I understand it’s difficult to work out in the morning if you’re not a “morning
person.” But believe me, I’m the furthest thing from a morning person. Give it a
chance. Don’t try it for one week – if you’re not used to it there’s always going
to an adjustment period. Give it an honest chance. Your action plan is to
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workout 3-5 days/week in the morning for 3 weeks. If you don’t feel noticeably
more productive on the days you exercise in the morning, you’re free to go
back to your previous routine. I’m hoping after 3 weeks you’ll be converted .
2) If you’re someone that already works out regularly at lunch or in the evening,
how many workouts are missed because life gets in the way? Is there a pattern
to when this happens? Is there a way you could vary your routine slightly (even
if you function better at night) to miss less workouts? It may be something to
consider to make you more effective.
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6. Talk is Cheap – Except When You
Say it to Yourself

Are you disappointed that your glass is half empty
or excited that it is half full?
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Attitude
I have a simple ACE philosophy that I try to live by, which stands for “Attitude Controls
Everything.” You cannot control what happens to you; you can only control how you
respond to it.
Have you ever been around a person who always has an upbeat personality? This
person is usually extremely popular. People want to be around other people with
positive energy. It’s infectious. And positive people are often less stressed.
Negative people, on the other hand, are energy vampires (they suck the positive energy
out of you) and they create unnecessary stress. The only
ones who enjoy being around negative people are negative
people. Misery loves company, to a certain extent.
So, the trick is trying to find a way to see the world through
glass-half-full eyes. The two key areas of focus in attitude
improvement are perspective and control.

Perspective
Perspective is the individual binoculars you use to see the
world. I use the term “binoculars” because, often times, we
get stuck in tunnel vision, lose sight of the positivity and
forget what’s truly important in the grand scheme of life.




“You cannot
control what
happens to you;
you can only
control how you
respond to it.”

Next time you’re checking out at the grocery store,
count the number of negative tabloid headlines to positive headlines.
Next time you watch the news, count the number of negative stories to the
number of positive stories.
Next time you pick up the newspaper, count the amount of negative publicity, in
all sections, to the amount of positive publicity.

The media bombards us with negative stimuli, which sells better than people living
happily ever after. If we’re not careful we can become “conditioned” to a certain level of
negativity, lose perspective and adopt a poor attitude. Our glass becomes half empty.
One area I’ve noticed a serious loss of perspective is road rage. I’ve ridden with many
people (and I can be guilty of it as well) that build up unbelievable amounts of stress
while driving. Why? Is it important?
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I recommend asking the following questions:
1 - Can we do anything to control the way the other people on the road are
driving?
2 - Is it really worth it to become negative and stressed because we’ll show up
to our destination 2 minutes later than we otherwise would have? Is our
time that valuable?
The answer to both is a resounding no. And if we do feel our time is that valuable,
perhaps in the essence of personal responsibility, we should take it upon ourselves to
leave 2 minutes earlier or select a different route in which to drive. It’s in our hands.
Remember not to create unnecessary stress by losing perspective. In the grand scheme
of things, it’s not worth it.

Control
Control is another factor that has a tremendous affect on attitude. Typically, the more
someone is in control, the better their attitude. But it is never possible to control all
things in your life (reference above road rage example). Those that are comfortable
controlling the things they can control (managing
time, managing energy, how they treat others, etc.)
and are willing to let go of the things they cannot
control (how others act, the weather, the traffic, etc.)
are the ones with the best attitudes.

“Wanting total
control is fearing a
negative outcome
rather than
striving for a
positive result.”

The reason we become “control freaks” is because
we feel that, by having control, we can influence the
outcome. To a certain extent, this is good. I’m a big
believer that we should grab the reins of life and
take matters into our own hands.

But there is a difference between assertiveness and
wanting control in all areas of life. When we always want total control we are often
fearing a negative outcome rather than striving for a positive result. We cannot let
something go because we fear how negative it might turn out. Outcomes need 2B in our
hands.
Have you ever noticed that the people with the best attitudes are often times the ones
with the strongest faith? I’m not going to go into differences in religious beliefs but, I
believe, the primary reason people of strong faith have better attitudes is because they
are willing to turn their control over to something other than themselves. They truly
believe, in their hearts, that everything will work out ok.
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I think we can all learn a lot about ourselves by letting go of some of our control and
having the courage to believe in a positive outcome.

Self Talk
Why do we behave like we do? Have you ever thought about that?
Probably not. Most people don’t.
It is widely accepted that, on some level, we behave similarly to Pavlov’s dog, where a
bell is rung and we’re classically conditioned to respond a certain way. We just are the
way we are…right?
Not necessarily. To start, there’s a simple flowchart that depicts how your thoughts
affect your feelings, which affect your behavior.

Thoughts

Feelings

Behavior

Many people think we have to change our behaviors without giving a passing thought as
to WHY we’re behaving like we do. We don’t behave a certain way just for the sake of it;
something has conditioned us to behave this way.
Introspective people may start to correlate feelings with behaviors. Good start. We
realize when we’re feeling bad - we eat ice cream. When we’re feeling good - we work
out. When we’re feeling anxious - we stutter. All of these behaviors are resultant from
feelings. But can we change our feelings?
No, we cannot.
Thoughts affect our feelings. If we think we’re not attractive, we feel bad - we eat ice
cream. We think about positive progress we’re making, we feel good - we work out. We
think we’re unprepared for a presentation, we feel anxious - we stutter.
In a way, this can be thought of as a metaphor for life. Think about a time where you
said about someone or something, “I wish I felt ________.” But you cannot make
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yourself feel ________. The best (and only) way to change how you feel about
________ is to change the way you think about ________.

“Think about
your thoughts.”

So, at the risk of advocating hardcore selfpsychoanalysis, start at square one…with your
thoughts. If you have behaviors you don’t like and you
know are unproductive, think about the feelings that
lead to the behaviors and the thoughts that precede the

feelings.
Think about your thoughts. Until you change these, nothing else matters. If you want to
make any lasting change in your behavior, going through the
“Thoughts  Feelings  Behaviors” progression is absolutely essential.

Take Home Points and Action Plan:
1) To change your attitude, remove the words can’t, don’t, and won’t. Focus on can,
do, and will. If you think you can’t do something, how can it be reframed in a way
that you believe you can do it? This gets your energy channeled in a positive
proactive way, instead of a negative reactive way.
2) Create an inventory of your self talk. Be honest with yourself. Do something
simple like putting a bunch of pennies in one pocket and each time you have a
negative thought, you move a penny from one pocket to the other. This will
create awareness of how you’re talking to yourself and awareness is necessary
for change.

7. Identify Your Motivation
Health clubs in January could be used as a case study in human motivation. Everybody
is chomping at the bit to lose the holiday bulge and health clubs feed on it. From the 1 st
of the year to about mid-February, health clubs are packed. But most of these people
will be gone within six weeks. If you make it to 90 days, you’re in the minority.
In fact, the latest stats show about 60% of people will drop out of an exercise program
within six months. If you’re an unlucky person that signed up for 1-year or 2-year
membership at a club because you received a discounted rate for doing so, this means
you are now donating money to the club.
Health clubs spend a great deal of money trying to enhance member integration
(making sure members continue using the club after they join). But very few have been
successful.
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And what is the reason? Are we just weakly will-powered wimps? Why is it so difficult to
finish what we start? Why don’t we do what we set out to do?
First, studying motivation is complex. Pick any two people with a common goal and,
chances are, they’ll be motivated in drastically different ways in pursuit of this goal.
Second, our ability to understand someone’s motivation is contingent upon honesty. Are
you being honest in what motivates you? For example, most people don’t want to admit
to a fear of failure, so they’ll discuss other more “acceptable” forms of motivation…either
with themselves or someone else.
What motivates you?

Motivational SPACE
Everyone at one time or another has had intentions of accomplishing a task but has
been derailed by a lack of motivation. I boil this down to five key elements – which can
be illustrated by the acronym SPACE.
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SOCIABILITY
Does the activity involve others? Do you enjoy
being around other people? Find a way to make
things more social and participate with others
who are similar to you.

PROGRESS
How is progress being measured? Do you feel
you’re making progress? How often is progress
being demonstrated to you? Being able to see
tangible progress is a great motivator.

ACCOUNTABILITY
Motivational

SPACE

Is someone holding you accountable to the task?
How are you being held accountable? How often?
Knowing you have a obligation 2B accountable to
someone else increases motivation. Great for
those who struggle to stay focused.

COMPETITION
Do you enjoy competition? Do you compete
against yourself or someone else? Or another
standard (time, $$, etc.)? Find ways to foster
friendly competition to keep you engaged and
motivated. Great for those who love "winning."

ENJOYMENT
Is the task enjoyable for you? If so, which parts?
Why do you enjoy it? It's tough to stay motivated
at anything if you don't enjoy
it.
*Note - enjoyment can
come during or after a task (i.e., workouts are not always
enjoyable during them; but they are enjoyable afterwards)
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The beauty of the Motivational SPACE is that it can be adjusted from the social
extravert, to the competitive athlete, to someone that lacks discipline. Being honest with
yourself about what you need to stay motivated can be the difference between a goal
achieved and a goal lost.

Take Home Points and Action Plan
1) Identify a goal you’d like to achieve (it can be something you’ve tried to achieve
in the past).
a. Pick one element in the Motivational SPACE that you think will help you
most. Only pick one, but pick your most important one.
b. Decide how you’re going to execute that element and go for it! When the
going gets tough and life tries to get in the way, come back to it and use it.

8. Be Comfortable Being Uncomfortable

Perceived Risks,
Failures, Negative
Consequences

Potential Rewards,
Benefits, Opportunities
for Growth
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I’ve studied a number of high achievers and one thing mentioned repeatedly is how we
have to be slightly uncomfortable with our life if we’re going to achieve anything great.
Why is this?
When we’re challenged we are forced to grow. We rise up and meet the challenge or
we fall short and live to fight another day. To grow, we must be pushed beyond our own
physical or mental limitations. Great rewards only come from great risks.
In the fitness world, we always follow a simple
principle of Stress + Rest = Adaptation. In a way,
any type of challenge can be looked at this way. By
“stressing” (i.e., stepping outside our comfort zone)
and then recovering, we grow stronger than we
were before. We get closer to reaching our potential
- to being the best we can be.
I’ve also noticed that high achievers describe
learning much more from their “failures” than from
their successes. Low achievers usually attribute
failure to an excuse, their own inadequacy, or an
insurmountable obstacle outside of themselves.
High achievers take accountability, don’t take failure
personally, brain storm solutions, and use it as an
opportunity for growth.

“When you are
challenged you are
forced to grow.
You have to grow
or you don’t meet
the challenge.”

The Difficulty of Challenges
The tough part about challenges is that we often see a black-and-white dichotomy of
success OR failure. Nothing in between. No shades of gray. Thus, we are reluctant to
attempt challenges because of the perceived risk of potential failure.
Challenges are difficult because of:




Finding a challenge that is difficult enough to stretch you (or make you
uncomfortable)
Finding a challenge that isn’t so difficult you view it as unrealistic and
unattainable
Finding a challenge that is meaningful to you and will keep you engaged

Each of these is important in its own way. A meaningful and engaging challenge is
critical. Without it, there’s no way you’ll see it through to the end. Viewing a challenge as
unrealistic and unattainable comes back to attitude (discussed in previous chapter).
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“Too often we see the
dichotomy of success
OR failure. Nothing
in between. No
shades of gray.”

Of the three, finding the appropriate challenge to
stretch you, and make you slightly
uncomfortable, is probably the most difficult.
Most people who have never run before would
probably not be advised to sign up for a
marathon. It would be too much stretch, too
much stress, and too uncomfortable. Of course,
you may know people who have done this, but
they would have combated the huge stretch with
a glass-half-full attitude and an incredible
meaningfulness.

Effort and Expectations
Somewhere along the line high expectations got a bad wrap and we started avoiding
them. Why?
Because high expectations come with a greater sense of responsibility and a greater
opportunity for failure. But couldn’t we also see high expectations as a compliment of
our abilities and an opportunity for great success?
You hear high level athletes asked all the time, “How do you handle the expectations
(the media, the fans, your previous successes) have placed on you?” They almost
always come back to the same answers – “I focused on my preparation. I focused on
the things I could control. I focused on the process. I did not focus on what other people
were saying.”
There are two problems with expectations. First, expectations are almost always based
on outcomes. This is because outcomes are our most tangible measure of “success.”
It’s all that people can see.
Second, we don’t like expectations because they are placed on us by somebody else. It
feels more threatening when someone else imposes their expectations on us.
However, the surefire way to beat this is to always have higher expectations of yourself
than anyone else can possibly have of you.
(You’re probably wondering how this can be…especially if you’re a high level athlete
and people expect you to win every game or make every shot)
The answer lies in effort. Effort is 100% in your control. There isn’t anything anyone can
do about it. And, I promise, if we focus on working hard and giving 100% effort to the
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things that are important to us in life, we’ll never give a second thought to expectations.
They won’t matter. We will have done our best and that’s all anyone can ask.
Still, this is easier said than done. We cannot measure effort and effort doesn’t always
correlate with outcomes. And because the outside pressures and expectations come
from outcomes, it is tough to escape them. But regardless of what area of your life
comes with expectations, if you’re able to step away and say that you tried as hard as
you could and gave your best effort, you will feel good – no matter the result.

Take Home Points and Action Plan
1) Two simple, open-ended questions:
a. What are your expectations of yourself for today? This week? This month?
This year?
b. How are you going to make it happen?

9. A Winning Quote for Life
I tend to think success breeds success. Those with a positive attitude and a winning
mentality have been trained to think this way through their experiences and successes
and/or failures. It brings me to one of my favorite quotes, and a quote that I think we can
all learn from:

“Winning is not normal, and those who constantly win do so by
following an abnormal path. The discipline and dedication and
sacrifices are incomprehensible to the thousands, standing
outside looking in, who are capable of joining, yet unwilling to
pay the price of admission.”

This quote happened to be from Paul “Bear” Bryant (former uber-football coach with
Alabama) and it doesn’t have to be about winning. Success could easily be a synonym
for winning.
There is a lot going on in the quote so we’ll break it down piece by piece…
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Winning is not normal…
There is nothing normal about winning. In fact, there’s a lot more normality to losing
(especially in the sporting context).
I worked in sales for a large portion of my life and “higher-ups” usually say you have to
hear 8-10 “no’s” before you’ll hear 1 “yes.” But winners are ones that rise above this and
simply win more often than others. It doesn’t say winners always win; it says winning is
not normal.
Not everyone wins. For every winner there must be a “loser.” And the same usually
holds true for success. It is not normal to be successful. Those that are successful do
something different; something above and beyond what others are willing to do.

and those who constantly win do so by following an abnormal path…
People who constantly win aren’t afraid to go outside the
normal course of action. Norms are acknowledged but they
aren’t relied upon. There is something different about
winners. Most think they have something different than we
do; but they actually do something different than we do. It
is less about what they have and more about what they do.

“Success is less
about what
you have and
more about
what you do.”

Think about the people you know who are extremely
successful – isn’t there something different about them
(different not necessarily being bad)? Lance Armstrong
grew up riding a bike when every other kid in Texas was
playing football. Bill Gates was doing computer
programming when other kids his age were going to
movies and partying. We all know a successful person who was doing _______ when
everyone else was doing _________.
What’s different about you? Are you willing to buck the trends and act on what makes
you different?

The discipline and dedication and sacrifices are incomprehensible to the
thousands,
It takes a lot of work to be successful in athletics, fitness, a profession, or in marriage (to
name a few). The more difficult the task, the more commitment is required. The more
sacrifice is necessary. And the more disciplined we must be.
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Anything worth accomplishing takes hard work. If it didn’t require hard work there would
be no value in the accomplishment.
Classic example - most people I’ve worked with in fitness want six-pack abs. But sixpack abs only show themselves when our body fat percentage is less than 10%. Having
a body fat percentage this low is extremely challenging and rare. To get this, we need
discipline in our training, dedication to a consistent routine, and sacrifice on the dessert
menu. Only with this discipline, dedication and sacrifice will you achieve success.
What is your goal and how much discipline, dedication and sacrifice will it take for you to
get there?

standing outside looking in,
People are envious (and sometimes jealous) of other successful people. To revert to a
previous point, it is easy to look at other successful people and think they have
something we don’t have. And it can be easy to stand on the outside of the window,
looking in on what other people have and wanting it for ourselves. But we can have it –
if we do the right things.

who are capable of joining,
Everyone is invited to the success party. Everyone is
capable of joining. Except invitations to the success
party aren’t given – they’re earned.
We need to keep this in mind when we start thinking we
don’t have “what it takes.” We have it. We just have to
do what’s necessary to make it happen.

yet unwilling to pay the price of admission.

“Everyone is
invited to the
success party.
Except invitations
aren’t given they’re earned.”

This last line is probably the most telling of the entire
quote. It’s all laid out in front of us. Some people want it all but are unwilling to do what it
takes to get there. Don’t be one of these people.
When we think of our goals, we need to ask ourselves these important two questions:
1. What’s the “price of admission” to get to our goal(s)?
2. Are we willing to pay this price?
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If we’re not willing to pay the necessary price, that’s ok, but we should revise our goals
to something more realistic. Alignment of goals and what we’re willing to do to achieve
them is necessary for peace of mind and contentment.

Take Home Points and Action Plan:
1. What are the area(s) in your life you’d like to “win,” or be successful?
a. What is the abnormal path it would take to get there?
b. What discipline, dedication, and sacrifices are required?
c. What is the price of admission? Are you willing to pay it?

10. Surround Yourself with People who Pull You Up
There are two kinds of people in this world: those who pull you up and those who pull
you down. Which type of person would you rather associate with? Would you rather
spend time with people who are negative and do not challenge you, or those that can
make you better?
Studies have proven that who you surround yourself with is as big a determinant of your
own success as anything else. Choose your friends and peer group wisely.

Who Pulls You Up?
People who pull you up usually have one of the following characteristics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

They have infectious positivity and energy
They have something you want
They challenge you
They are someone you can learn from
They are someone you respect and admire
They share similar values to your own
They have a great sense of humor

I would be willing to bet that almost every “special”
person in your life fits into one of these categories. But
how great would it be if there were even more of these
people? When our “circle” consists of people who all
pull us up, we cannot help but improve – in all facets of

“There are two
kinds of people in
this world: those
who pull you up
and those who
pull you down.”
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our life. What a great thing!

Who Pulls You Down?
I typically refer to people who pull us down as “energy vampires.” They literally suck the
energy out of you. Instead of giving you energy, they take it away.
I do not like to focus on negativity but it is important that it be addressed here.
Unfortunately, we all have people in our lives that pull us down. These people can be
coworkers, family or friends. Sometimes we may fail to realize who they are.
The bottom line with these people is they don’t bring anything to our table. They come
to mooch off us. They take our energy away. They drain us of positivity and belief. We
walk away afterwards feeling the same, or often times worse, than we did before.
The irony in all this, and it relates to the chapter on being comfortable, is that most of us
would rather be comfortable and potentially feel worse, than be uncomfortable and feel
better. The comfort level keeps us coming back for more.

“If someone
pulls us down, is
there something
we can do to
pull them up?”

Now, I understand that these situations can be
complicated. It’s difficult to choose our coworkers or our
bosses, and our friends and acquaintances. And it’s
impossible to choose our families. Each of these
situations can be complicated and I’m not advocating
we all quit our jobs, find new friends, and disown our
relatives.

What I am saying is it’s important we recognize who
these people are and to not let them affect us. Create a
buffer against it. If someone is going to punch you in
the stomach and you don’t see it coming, it can easily
knock the wind out of you. But if you see it coming, you are able to brace yourself and it
doesn’t hurt as much.

Pulling Other People Up
In the essence of making everyone who reads this eBook, better, it’s also important to
take the time to put ourselves in someone else’s shoes. If there is someone in our life
that doesn’t necessarily pull us up; is there something we can do to pull them up? Can
we be the person that challenges them and spurs them on to be better? Can we inspire,
as well as be inspired? Can we get these people to see the world through our glasshalf-full perspective?
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I’m not saying we can do this with everyone. The person would have to be willing to
change for us to be able to pull them up. But it’s worth the effort. These reciprocated
relationships make everyone better.

Take Home Points and Action Plan:
1. What are the most important areas of growth for you? Examples:

Spiritual

Is there someone in the church that you can grow closer to? Or a
bible study?

Health

Who do you know that embraces a healthy way of life? Can they
help you do the same?

Professional

How would you like to grow in your career? Who knows something
about it and could help you?

Personal

Do you have a hobby you’d like to take up? Or something about
the way you conduct yourself that you can improve?

Mental

Who has a mental attribute that you don’t have (attitude,
confidence, productivity, focus, etc.)? Is there something you can
learn from this person that would enhance your mental ability?

Try to identify a person (or better yet, people) who can help you in your most important
areas. Ask for help…most people are willing if you have the courage to ask.
Enjoy the ride!
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11a. Laugh at Yourself

When you see stupid pictures of yourself, do you hide them
from other people, or do you embrace them and laugh it off?
A sense of humor is a precious commodity. We’re all born with a sense of humor, in
varying degrees. Some just have to work a bit harder at it.
What makes you laugh? What makes you smile? Are there certain things that,
regardless of how bad a day you’re having, will always make you smile and laugh? For
me, the movies Dumb & Dumber and Southpark, reading ridiculous Chuck Norris
quotes, and the idiotic snarling picture of me at the start of the chapter.
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Whatever it is for you, always have it handy. Then, when you’re having a terrible,
horrible, no good, very bad day, you can reference it and realize the world isn’t that bad
after all.
There’s too much seriousness in this world. When we’re serious all the time we lose
perspective. To compound matters, the seriousness usually stems from things that, in
the grand scheme of life, aren’t that important (jobs, material possessions, random
happenings). Laugh it off and focus on the important things to you, such as family,
friends, health, and being significant in the lives of others.

“There’s too much
seriousness in the
world. Life should
be a party.”

Studies have actually shown that the simple act of
smiling can boost your mood. Because facial
muscles (those responsible for all our emotions) are
so intertwined, via the Brain-Body connection, to
your emotions, moving your body (face) sends a
signal to your mind that you’re supposed to be in a
specific mood. Then, even if all the events in our
day have been in the direct opposite of this emotion,
you will still gravitate that way.

Another benefit is that a sense of humor is also consistently rated as one of the most
attractive attributes someone can possess. Think about the people you enjoy spending
time with…most likely they have a strong sense of humor. They have fun anywhere, at
any time. Life is a never-ending party. A sense of humor lightens the mood and makes
any experience more enjoyable.
Laugh at yourself. Laugh with others. Laugh often.

Take Home Points and Action Plan:
1. Identify one thing that, at any time, will bring a smile to your face. This can be a
picture, a photo, a song, a video, or just a memory. But identify it and use it when
you need it the most. Don’t let life take your laughter!
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11b. Be Thankful for What You’ve Been Given
At the risk of sounding preachy, I once heard
someone say “What you’ve been given (brains,
skills, talents, etc.) is a gift from God; what you do
with it is a gift to God.”
I wholeheartedly agree.
Why do we wish for things we don’t have? I wish I
looked like this person; I wish I were smart like that
person; I wish I had that job, car, or house.

“Be thankful for
what you have
and use it to
your fullest
potential.”

What about the things you do have?
We’ve all been blessed with tremendous gifts and opportunities – we just need to
realize it and make the most of it. We should be thankful for what we do have and use it
to our fullest potential. I have a belief that someday we’ll be judged (to a certain extent)
by how we used our gifts, for the greater good, in our time here on earth.

“Be thoughtful of
your responsibilities
and obligations.”

I was lucky enough to hear Lou Holtz (former
Notre Dame football coach turned motivational
speaker) lecture and he described how people
nowadays are too concerned with their rights
and privileges; whereas in previous generations
people were more thoughtful of their
responsibilities and obligations. And I think if we
adopt this mindset where we see it as a responsibility and obligation to use our
strengths, we’ll be more content with who we are and where we’re going.
Now, there’s nothing wrong with striving for what we don’t have and wanting to be
something greater than we are today. Commitment, motivation and determination
require this mentality. Many will say we have to be slightly “uncomfortable” with where
we are to progress. Otherwise we stand still, maintaining our position.
But there is a distinct difference between being intrinsically motivated by growth and
development (see Chapter 7) while still being appreciative of our gifts, and wanting to
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be something more while being angry with where we are, what we have and what we’ve
been given.
Never stop trying to be better for tomorrow, but don’t forget to be thankful for today.

Take Home Points and Action Plan:
1) Take 5-10 minutes and write down all your personal gifts you’re thankful for.
Think about your level of content with these things and determine ways they can
be further enhanced (if necessary). Will this get you where you want to be, if that
is somewhere other than where you are now?
2) Take 5-10 minutes and write down the other things you’re thankful for (family,
friends, job, etc.). Is there a way for these areas to be enhanced? If so, do it. But
regardless, show people you’re thankful – it may mean more than you know.
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Conclusion: Unlocking Your Potential…Now and Beyond
Unlocking your potential is a constantly evolving idea. It is a process and, therefore, is
never truly “finished.” So, when referencing these principles, try to resist the temptation
to think you’ve “got it.” We’ve never got it – there can always be more to get.

“One of the most
difficult things
in life is to
appreciate
where we’ve
been, yet still be
driven enough
to get to where
we want to go.”

I’m hoping these 11 (or 12) concepts will cause you to
rethink ways you can improve. The concepts are meant
to be flexible enough that they can be tailored
individually, yet strict enough to have something
concrete to follow. I’m confident if we follow some of the
Take Home Points and Action Plan, we’ll unlock our
potential and move closer to our personal best.
One of the most difficult things in life is to appreciate
where we’ve been, yet still be driven enough to get
where we want to go. Make no mistake – we’re all great
already. But are there areas we can further improve to
become really great?
I believe it’s possible for all of us.

I hope you enjoyed this eBook. If you have any direct feedback or questions, please feel
free to send them to sw@scottwelle.com. I look forward to hearing from you.

To Unlocking Your Potential!

Scott Welle
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